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  Saline’s top seven athletes traveled to Bath to compete in the Brett Clements Invite this 
weekend, while the 85+ other athletes headed to Lake Erie to compete in the Warrior Invite hosted by 
Brownstown-Woodhaven High School. The weekend is a nice test for the program, as our top 
runners get to see some new quality programs from other areas of the state and the reserve squad 
gets to measure its depth with teams from Downriver. This is the second year Saline has taken this 
test, and while the 2011 results were a little better, the 2012 version left plenty to be excited about. 

All of Saline’s runners had great performances at Bath, with six posting PR times. Andrew Kitto 
led the way, finishing fourth overall after running with the lead pack for much of the race. His finishing 
time of 16:24 was a 23 second PR; That’s a nice birthday gift. When combined with his PR from his 
last year, the senior co-captain has already improved by 34 seconds this season. Grant Praschan 
used an incredibly impressive last 1000 meters to finish nine seconds shy of his PR, giving the co-
captain clear indication that his summer training was well worth it. Saline’s third finisher in the top ten 
of the race and third co-captain was Dylan Jennings. His time of 16:36 is 14 seconds better than he 
ran on the same course last year. The remaining four Saline finishers were all new to the Varsity 
squad and handled the pressure very well, with Dolsen, Dunn, Tolly, and Hall all running PR’s. 
Finishing second is never as exciting as winning, but the runners accomplished what they had set out 
to do for the day and the finish times show that the team has placed itself on a great trajectory for the 
state finals. 

In the southeastern part of the state, Saline’s reserve runners lined up against the varsity squads 
from other schools. No Saline runners finished in the top ten, but all of our scorers slid inbetween 10th 
and 20th places, with Dew leading the team in eleventh, Althaus a close twelfth, and Elms finishing 
thirteenth. Corcoran and BurnettC scored their first points for Saline in a varsity 5k, giving the 
sophomores an early reward for their summers of very hard work. The team standings put Saline just 
four points behind first place, which is a nice accomplishment for our reserve squad. 

In the reserve race at Warrior, our runners took the top thirty-two spots with Matt Wilson taking 
the overall win in dominating fashion. Alex Hunter was a surprise runner-up finish in that race, and 
Sam Cayen took third  in 18:29. At this same race in 2011, Wilson finished twentieth in the race, Alex 
Hunter barely broke 20:00, and Sam Cayen was more than 3:00 slower. Nice work! 

Following Saturday’s outstanding performances, we turn our focus to Tuesday and Jamboree #1.  
Winning there will be the first step in taking the conference championship, and we can expect plenty 
of competition.  The varsity race will feature three teams that could finish in the top ten of the state 
finals, so our varsity squad will be challenged. Last year our reserve runners took the first 15 spots in 
the race, and I am sure other teams will be looking to prevent that from happening again. In the past, 
they have taken the course through some sandy parts of a wooded area and I would expect 
something similar Tuesday. 

Varsity Point Leaders 
PraschanG 13 
Kitto  13 
Jennings  13 
Hall  12 
Dolsen  11 
Dunn  10 
BurnettC  10 
Warila  9 
Corcoran  8 
 
Biggest PR’s 
Gammo  4:36 
PraschanB 2:15 
Robison  2:11 
Fischbach  2:08 
Combs  1:51 
Jordan  1:49 
Simpson  1:40 
Ehrman  1:29 
Blankenship 1:26 
BurnettC  1:26 
WilsonC  1:26 
Crowley  1:23 
Mepham  1:19 
Meinecke  1:14 
Luttrell  1:12 
McGreal  1:10 
SchnitzerK  1:09 
Greene  1:04 
Rentschler  1:04 

Paxton  1:00 

Varsity Points 

68 36% Seniors 

46 24% Juniors 

57 30% Sophomores 

20 10% Freshmen 

 

Coming Up…   
- Pasta Dinner #1 at Lamus’s house Monday at 6:00.  If you are providing food, please have it 
there by 5:45. I hope to see every runner there! 
- Jamboree #1 at Bedford’s Indian Creek Park will be Tuesday.  The first bus leaves at 2:00. - 
- Friday, we will take a group of runners to Spartan Invite.  The line-up for that meet will be 
announced Wednesday afternoon. Those not competing will have the day off from practice. 
 

Dwell not upon thy weariness, thy strength shall 

be according to the measure of thy desire. 

 ~Arab Proverb 

 

Some hints on form… 

- Tension often originates in the head, 
face and shoulders and simply 
consciously relaxing here can have the 
effect on the rest of the body. 
- One of the biggest mistakes made by 
runners is to lean forwards at the 
shoulders. The problem if you do this is 
that you hips actually go backwards! 
This means that by putting the 
shoulders forwards, you are even less 
likely to be in a position to harness 

gravity to go forward. 

Varsity for Jambo #1:  

Kitto, PraschanG, Jennings, Hall, 
Dolsen, Dunn, Dew, Lamus, 

Althaus, Elms  

Saline CC by the numbers… 

20 4:36 12 17 
Number of Saline 

runners that PR’ed 

by a minute or more 

today. 

Amount of time 

dropped by Dillon 

Gammo.  That is the 

single largest PR I 

have ever seen! 

Saline runners with 

a PR of 17:30 or 

better, which is the 

current “Varsity 

Letter” standard. 

Number of athletes 

that hit bench-

marks, including 3 

that hit 2 in one 

day; Furey, 

Chandler, & Phelps 

    

 


